THE  ROMAN   KMIMRR
their general character, refusing to be stopped by respect for
authority or the power of tradition even religious tradition;
Greece was the original source of thought its a thing independent
of religion. The names of music and poetry arc also Greek, as well
as those of the principal classes of literature, such &s epic, lyric,
drama, tragedy, comedy, the theatre. And though painting,
sculpture, and architecture are referred to by Latin names, it was
the Greeks who provided the models for all these arts and created
the types of antique beauty, Thus Hellenic science, letters, and
arts furnished the most lasting basis of French intellectual unity.
It was by first translating and afterwards imitating the literary
works of the Greeks that the Latin writers of Italy succeeded in
creating a Latin literature, made glorious by the names of Cicero,
Virgil, Horace, and Tacitus. This literature never reached the
great mass of the population of Gaul, which poxesssod no means ol
learning to read or write; the schools of Gaul \\ere never anything
but luxurious establishments reserved for the suns of rich families.
But the study of the Latin writers, whose works became the
medium of instruction, formed the background of culture for the
aristocracy which governed the peoples of Gaul,
5 R 0 M A N   A R C III T E 0 T U R K    AND    ROMAN    LAW
The Romans introduced into Gaul the technical processes of
their architecture, the only original art created in Italy, They no
longer used marble, as the Greeks had done, but stone and even
baked brick, bound together by a very strong mortar made of
lime and sand, known as Roman cement. They hud discovered
the art of constructing a vaulted roof which would not collapse,
and used it to erect arches and domes which enabled them to
build enormous structures and bridges of great length,
The cities of Gaul were adorned with public buildings con-
structed on Roman models: temples, triumphal arches, circuses,
theatres, and solid ramparts strengthened by square towers, They
possessed great buildings containing hot baths (therm) and long
aqueducts for bringing water. The rich landowners built them-
selves great luxurious dwellings adorned with columns, marble
slabs, and mosaics, on the model of Roman villas* Gaul was
covered with a system of roads constructed in the Roman fashion,
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